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 Native Instruments Komplete 9 Ultimate vs Sony Acid Ultimate Features Sony Acid can give you an array of musical options,
from sound recording to songwriting. There are plenty of plugins included to allow you to get the best out of any session.
Intuitive DAW Komplete 9 Ultimate is built on native software, offering all the flexibility and stability of the platform. It

features a slick interface with numerous editing options and an innovative file browser. You can also create multiple, non-linear
audio projects to better organize your work. Combined with other AIRA products, Komplete provides you with the tools you
need to create music. With a wide range of automation possibilities, you can create musical ideas simply, easily and quickly.

With Kontakt Instruments, the power of Komplete's sound engine has been extended. Multi-track DAW In addition to being an
effective standalone DAW, Komplete can be used as an integrated component of larger DAWs, such as ProTools or Cubase.
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This enables you to take your music, from scratch to finished album in an efficient and effective manner. Plugins One of the
standout features of Komplete is its huge collection of integrated plugins. You'll be able to edit, manipulate and mix audio in a
myriad of ways, offering a wealth of tools and features. The following is a list of the plugins included in Komplete 9 Ultimate:

Native Instruments Komplete 9 Ultimate With Native Instruments Komplete 9 Ultimate deployed in your studio, you'll be ready
for virtually any production task. You'll have a comprehensive collection of plugins . Comprehensive DAW In addition to being
an effective standalone DAW, Komplete can be used as an integrated component of larger DAWs, such as ProTools or Cubase.
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